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 Chain of an image 
KONNO Shinji
 Abstract　It’s pointed out that Magritte’s painting work has the motif which shows 
repeatedly.  There are two kinds in a motif.  One is a motif shared by many people, 
and another is a personal motif.  A personal motif will be a subject of research by liter-
ally study and a linguistic research work.  A motif of poetry seems to express a word 
and phrase as the unit.  In this article, I analyzed Kitahara Hakushu’s  Jyasyumon .  Jyas-
yumon undergoes influence of  Kaichoon .  I investigated how the word and phrase 
used by  Kaichoon was used for  Jyasyumon .  The one I analyzed is a word as  “kuregata ” 
concretely.  A word as “ kuregata ” is used 14 times in  Jyasyumon .  After I investigated, 
I found out that “ kuregata ” is related to “薄暮”.  This survey result shows that  Jyasyu-
mon undergoes influence on  Kaichoon .  Last my target is to pick a chain of an image 
out, but this thesis is convinced that it was the step. 
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